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I. Purpose

The purpose of this report i$ to crystalize the academic factors

4 involved in offering College,Algebra and Trigonometry in the Lansing

Community College (LCC),Math Lap. The need-for such a study became ap-

parent when members of the Mfth Department expressed some valid concerns

over' the results that might arise from a Tab implementation of College

Algebra. These concerns fell basically into two af.eas.

The first. of these were concerns over cognitive achievement.

Would students in the lab course be as well prepared for further

courses, such as calculus, compared to those in the lecture-discussion

class? This is -a "cognitive" area.

At least as important in emphasis was a concern over the loss

of daily contact with a mathematicianothich was seen as a means to

develop mathematical thinking. Would students in the lab, course miss

out on the culture of mathematics? This will be referred to as'the

affective concern\

In summary, the\purpose of this paperis to evaluate concerns

over the cognitive arI1 affective effects that tIie Math Lab might

exert on College Algbra students.

II. Current status

College Algebra (MTH 164 and MTH 165) has
\

'always been,taught at

LCC in a traditional lecture-discussion format The textbook used

is Integrated Algebra and Trigonometry, by Fish :r and Ziebur and is

covered in a two-quarter sequelice, MTH 164 and H 165. Each section

is limited to an enrollment of forty students, an averages about.

twenty-six (final grade count). The final grade d stribution summary foc

Spring term 1974 through Winter term 1975 i,s presen ed in table 1.
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TABLE 1: Grade distribution for final grades in College Algebra, Spring
1974 through Winter 1975.

. ,MTH

1',
i64

1 '

'.
,

I

1

MTH 165

/
A` B C D N'

No.

Sec.

Tot
Stud

-..

A B . C D

1.

N F
No.

Sec.

Tot
Stud

Spring
1974

12

12%

%F

23

23%

.
30'

30%

11

11%

12

12%

9

9%

'

4 99
'16

23%

16

23%

.

16

23%

7

10%

5

7%

/
10

14%

3 70

Sumer
1974

11

34%

8

25%

.3

9%

4

13%

4

13%

0

-
0%

'1 32

6

29%

5

24%

6

29%

0

0%

1

r,5%

1

5%

1 21

Fall1974
...

4.
23

18%

40

22%

43

23%

19

11%

18
. .

7%

30

101
7 184

15

26%

15

26%

7

12%

5

9%,

9

16%

6

11%

2 57

Winter
1975

42

-26%

34

21%

'38

23%

18

11%,

12

7%,

4'417

1-0%

162

32

30%

36'

33%

16

.16%

6'

6%

14

13%

3

3%

4 108

Year

Sp 74-Win75

98

21%

105

22%

114

24%

52

11%

46

10%

56
.

12%
18 477

69

27%

72

28%

45

18%

18

7%

29

11%

20

8%
10 256
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Besides the grades reported, there vas an ,attrition rate of

about fifteen to twenty per cent. That is, a full section of forty

students at the start of the term might have thi'rq-two to thirty-

four on the final grade count. The factors involved in this attri-
.

I tton rate can only-be speculated on, and will be discussed further

'sin Section IV.

In general, all incoming students in MTH 164 are given a place-

ment telt to assess their mastery of the prerequisite skills in

algebra. Those who receive.a score of ten or below on this twenty-

five item test are usually counseled to enroll in Intermediate Algebra,

though there is no bindng'choice implied. Many such students do, in

fact, remain in thecless.j The factors and t4lications involved will

be discussed in Section IV'.

The type of student enrolling in College Algebra is reflected in,

the curriculum codes, summarized -by each.clivision of LCC, shown in

table 2. Note that for many of those in Business, and in Applied Arts
4

and Sciences, College Algebra is the terminal math\6urse, as well as;

some of those in Arts and.iences. Even though one-fourth of the

students do not have a declared field of study, we can say that about

half of those in College Algebra do not neeto go on to C ulus. .

About third Of the students are evening students, m t of vhom

also work full-time during the day. Our experience has'beeritj t many

students, day and night, have 'a poor background, in math. Some have

tried College Algebra before and failed; some have biben out of school

for several years; a few have taken prerequisite math courses'and either

received a low grade or failed completely. Most could benefit from

some remedial work, at least to augment their studies in College Algebra.
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Division

.

--,-.44TH 164
Number. number

MTH 165

.

No. Pref
(Genreal

,CurricOlum )

"

0

.

132 27.7% 64, P ?pm

Arts and
Sciences

: 14f

4

30.2%, 92

,

35,9%
1

Business 98: .- 20.6% '40 ,

I

15.6%

Applied Arts
Sciences

,-

I.

101

.

/

21.2% .

.

54

el

\
2).1%

Total

.

477

.

100.0 %b ° 256 ,

,,?...

)

100.0%

.Source:. Curriculum codes appearing on final gradeclass lists, Spring 1974
to Winter 1975, foi. College Algebra.

4
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In the classroom, teaching techniques vary, but are usually in

the lecture-discussion pattern. Evaluation is basedson several hour

exams and'a comprehensive final. The tests vary from instructor to .

instructor, and from term. to term. The grading approximates a criterion

cut -off pattern (A = XX - 100 average; B F ..., etc), with a large'

amount of subjective adjustment ("were my tests extremely hard?", etc).

It is hard to say how much variance ("error of grading") is introduced

by these grading techniques, but instructor autonomy is certainly an

issue.

III. Research

In reviewing the research,_ only, eight articleajofX total in

"College Math") specifically concern College Algebra in a non-tradi-

tional approach. Of these, three compared a traditional group with a

group whose classroom instruction was augmented by programmed ,instruction,

or audio-visual materials, or by computer a;sisted instruction. The

remaining five were strictly case studies; i.e. -they describe an.op-,

erational system in College Algebra but present no statistical data on

comparisons.

This list of titles was obtained by a computer search of the ERIC

(Educational Resources Information Center)** March 1975, and updated

,manually in May 1975. The great majority of putlicatipns in education

are indexed in'ERIC, and these searches include everything publiihed

and indexed through early 1975. ,We can assume this list,was at least

pinety_per cent accurate as of early 1975.

Of the three articles dealing with traditiel classes augment

by some other form of instruction, the most complete was that of

Banister (1970). The experimental group, in addition to the classroom

activities, were allowed access to multimedia lesSons, available in the
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library at all times. The control group received just the traditional

classroom instruction; Banister applies:Ca t-test to the common final

exam scores and foUnd the experimental group did significantly better,

at the 1% level of confidence.

Hennemann and Geiselmann (1969) condudted a study at Cornell, com-

paring those students who chqse to augMent their classroom learning with

a programmed text), and those who did not. However, the programmed mate-

rials involved were not_on the course material, but an' introduction to

calculus. //

Another study wasthat of McMillan and Brown (1971). Both the control
\

and experimental groups attended two lame lecture sessions per week, but

the experimental group used audio tapes while the controled group 'ttended

a smaller discussion group: Statiltical analysis of the, scores on equiva-

lent forms of the same post test yielded no significanyt difference.

Mine of these studies were sound statistically. As noted, the Banister
ti

/ study was the best, but there still are some weaknesses in his study (such
k _ 1

as the lack of randomness of the two groups). Because of this scarcity

of data, we must attempt to draw valid information from the two other areas-

the literature can be classifiedin: case studies in College Algebra, and

'literature in other areas of college mathematics.

A very impressive, large scale innovative program was described in

spearate articles by Matthews (1974) and Waits (1974).. At The Ohio

State University, the CRIMES. project (Currjcuar Revision and Instruction

in Mathematics at the Elementary Level) was used to augment pre-calculus
.

math. The program employs video-cassettes to reinforce material covered

id traditional methods. Sophisticated te(hniques were used to develop

the video tapes, andthey were expensive to develop. It is reported that

the video tapes are used, and seem effective in their purpose, though no
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data is presented.

Spangler 0971, 1973, 1975) describes his individualized learning

lab4 in which serveral other courses are offered in addition to College

V
Algebra. From all appearances, this lab it Tacoma Comthunity college is

most similar to ours at LCC in many characteristics. For example, the

type of students and the programs involved resemble those at LCC. Using

the Keedy-Bittinger texts, Spangler reports good success rates in College

Algebra, Which is offered in traditional classroom as well as the lab.

Calculus instructprs remark that often the students from the lab

college algebra are better prepared than those from the regular classes.

This is attributed to the standardized, complete coverage' achieved in

the.lab, which is not necessarily true of traditional classes. Spangler

presents ho comparative data; however, there seems little doubt that

individualized instruction can succeed in College Algebra, at least in

terms of cognitive goals.

Another case-study of interest is that by Palow (1973). The Miami-1

Dade Community, College college algebra courses were modularized and

modified for non-science students. The target populations were.buSiness

and technical students for whom college algebra served as a terminal

course. Placement testing, retests, and branchingmere utilized for the

individualized instruction. Though little data and material were pre-

sented, Palow indicates satisfaction with the operation and results of

, the program.

,Computer resource units for pre-calculus math were reported by

Rockhill (1971). The course was analyzed in terms of specific objec,

tives and grouped into four units. Pretests were developed for each

units, and analyzed, with an optical'test reader and computer. For

each student and test, the computer would list a set of abput four

specific references (text and pages) by objective. The references
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involved were generally programmed material. Rockhill indicates

that student, preference was for a single reference and that differing

notation did trouble "some" students. Some analysis is presented;
)

however, the bulk of the report is devoted to the development and

documentation,of the computer resource unit. For any similar course

adopting this type of computer usage, this would be A good reference.

Horner (1974) describes his system as a "one room school". Four

different college math courses are offered in, one room without using.

programmed instruction or gadgetry (such as audio-tutorial tapes). The

emphasis is on the theory of offering a'"Non Lab, Non-Programmed,

Non-Lecture",course.
2

Horner advocates employing traditional textbooks

for introducing and developing a concept, then using programmed materials

if it is det= fined that the student dOes not h he corresponding Ago

skill pulative).

In a study related to our consideration of college algebra, Chinn

1973) carried out an extensive study comparing a traditional method ,

and an audio-tutorial method of teaching, intermediate college algebra.

Three classes of each method were taught, with three different instructors

teaching an experimental and a control claSs. These seven null hypoth-

eses were tested statistically:

1
Rockhill does present statistical analysisof post test scores, com-
paring a traditional class with the class using the computer resource
units. However, he uses ne,covariatts to adjust for differences in
pretest scores or other contaminating variables. The 'results were

significant on only one test; the other three were not significant.

2
By "Lab", one has to assume he 'means a rgom of "gadgetry" and various
equipment.

11
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1.,-There is no significant difference in the
mathematics achievement of the audiotutorial
and_traditionally taught students.

2. Differences between teachers did not sig-
. . nificantly affect mathematlics achievement.

3,. There is no significant difference in the
mathemsAtics achievement of male 'and female
'students.

4. The interaction
.

of teaching technique-and
teacheis had no significant effect on the
mathematics achievement.

5. The interaction of sex of student and teach-
ing technique had no significant effect on
the mdthelatics achievement.

6. There joeno significant interaction between
teacher and sex of the students for mathe-
matics achieVement.

7. The interaction of sex of student, teacher, -

and treatment had no significant effect on'
the mathematics achievement.(Chinp,1973, p. VI)

Only the first hypothesis was rejected (at the .05 level), while

the r6ainder were accepted. The Osults showed that the students in the

audio-tutorial classes had a significantly,higher gain score as a result

-Ifinstruction. Chinn also reports favorable student response from the

audio-tutorial groups.

A more unique course is described by Kochen and DreyfusS (1972).

They offered an experimental course for non-mathematicians, both under-

.graduates -and graduate students, which had as goals to:

1. Get students Without a4\prior acquantance
with mathematics or a fear thereof to approach
their studies more analytically.

\2. Acquire orientatnon to and acquaintance with
25-75 basic concepts and methods. covering sets,
algebra, logic, computers, analysis, probability,
math-statigtics and topology in an over-all map
of how. they logically fit together and.how they
relate to'problems of modern life.

3.,/,'Read, with appreciation; mathematicalrliterature
previously incomprehensible to them. (Kochen

and Dreyfuss, 1972, p.y 315),

-1?
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In' order to achieve thesq goals,the.resources emplOyed,were: tutors,

a resource room- (containing computer terminal andother materials), and:

a directory for using the m teri,a1 inhe room.

The authors report e'resillts of the course regarding the goals

which they refer to as "mathematital orientation ". On a pre-post attitude

questionnaire, ten,of twenty-seven items changed significantly in the

desired directions. Because the study did not involve"any sampling,

its value must rest in its goals and approaches to those goals.

While many writers' are urging for the importance of interpersonal

contact in education, one researcher presents data to question its value

for enhancing achievement. McDermott (1973) describes two groups using

anaudio-tutorial approach'ta 'ntermediate algebra whose only difference

was that one 'f the groups were not allowe help from an staff member

while the other could seek help from on y the student as stant. After

holding the effects of initial abil' ies constant, the roup

that could seek help did less w- than the group tNt received no staff

o help on a post test measure. It maybe possible that this particular

type of help is not aTwy helpful (i.e., student tutors) in intermed-

'

sate college algebra/

A program employing computer assisted instruction for pre-calculus

math is described by*Judd,.et. e-1441.9-7.0). The target. population

is not course restrided,.and ddeg.rcit.constitutee required part of any

course. This was not a comparatiye, methodology paper,"but does present

some ideas and conclusions concernin6 computer assisted instruction, in

general, for mathematics.

An interesting study is reported by Collagen (1969). A math-for-

,

physical science course was taught by both programmed instruction and

10
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traditional lecture methods. This course covered topics from elementary

and intermediate algebra, as well as scientific notation and similar

areata was collected and analyzed on achievement in the math

course as well as thesubsequent physical science Course. The students

from the programmed instruction group did significantly better than

those from the traditional group in the math course; as well as in the

physical science course, even though the science course was taught by a

traditional lecture method. Whether these results are completely valid

foi- other situations or not, this study shOws that programmed instruction

may be a beneficial instructional method for teaching prerequisite

mathematics.

fiilt

In contrast, programmed'instruction (PI) has l''many of its

dedicated proponents in recent years May (1,5 authored a report that

exposes the lack of magic present in PI. Even thdugh his report appeared

ten years ago, May's points are'well taken: PI is no wonder cure, but

is a valid educational tool to be implemented where it is deemed appro-

priate.and useful.

These are the only items,in the research that this author could

locate which dealt in a fairly direct or related way tcPteaching'college

algebra. The reader is referred to the bibliography for titles of other

reports or articles which may have an indirect bearing on instructional

methodology and college algebra.

. IV: Discussion

The research reviewed in the previous section shows no clear cut

advantage that automatically accrues when Qollege algebra is offered'in

a lab situation. In terms of our original concerns for this'study, a

lab taught course will not necessarily produce better cognitive

14



ti
(knowledge) or affective (attitude) results.) The literature to date

shows that this may be the cafe, dependent upon currently unknown

variable(s). What is required at this pbint for a wise choice is a need

analysis, and then an examination of instructional strategies to meet

those needs.
I

At Lansing Community College, the College Algebra courses perform the

following purposes:

1. To serve as prerequ4site training for further math courses,
such as calculus, and statistics.

Page 12

ti

2. To serve as prerequisite training-for other programs within
the college, such as business and some science courses.

3. TO serve as a terminal math course for some programs, although
the skills transmitted are not needed for other courses.

The current content of the course is oriented to fulfill the first pur-

pose; namely, preparation for more complex mathematics. Recently a new

course was initiated (MTH 166 - Finite Math) which, together with MTH 164,

serves the second purpose more directly. The consideration of the-third

purpose is a college level topic. Though outside the realm of this study,

the author would urge that the current College Algebra be
.

eliminated or

replaced by another math course for this purpose.

Besides the needs dictated by the course, we must also consider the

needs introduced by the students. As was noted earlier, students be-

ginning the first term of College Algebra are given dplacement test to

assess their degree of competency inwintOediate algebra (see Table 3).

epproximately one-fourth fall below the cut-off indicating that taking

intermediate algebra would be the best choice. Unfortunately, this

student seldom can get into an intermediate algebra class, even though it

is offered in the Math Lab every hour.. Since college algebra tends to be

offered at desirable hours, the corresponding Math Lab is usually filled to

capacity and closed for registration. Thus the student is often left with
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TABLE 3: PLACEMENT T4ST SCORE DISTRIBUTION FOR COLLEGE ALGEBRA (MTH 164)

Total: 25 items

Score
1

Frequency Comment

25'
,T

1

24 0

23 4 .

22, 9 93 (32%) scored over 15, indicating a

21 5
A

readiness to proceed in College Algebra

, 20 11

19
.

12
.

18 16

,17 15 ) .
.

16 17

16 ` 24 , -114 (40%) scored between 11 and 1S

141 25 ,inclusive, indicating some need ford

13 18 remedial work.

12 23

11 24
,

10 17 '80 (28%) scored 10 or less, which in-

9 14 dicates they should be in a lower level

8 13 course. Many stay in College Algebra. ,i,

7 tl ,
.

6 8
..,

5
.

7

4 2 .

3

.

5
,

.

2 2,

1 0

0

Total
N

287 16
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doesn't want to do), or,stay in the class (which is what the instructor

Page 14

just two choices: either drop the credits without adding (which the-student

doesn't want).

N,
This problem might be lessened somewhat when and if the Math Lab

can expand its capacity. However, the demand for the oher courses offered

in the Math Lab is growing at such a rate that this expansion would not

eliminate the problem,

In addition to thosestuOnts who should definitely drop back to in-

termediate algebra, there are tho e who lack a significant amouneof
1

the prerequisite skills for College lgebri. Over one-third of the

students receive scores between eleven and fifteen, indicating some degree

of marginal mastery of the prerequisites. these students, though they
/

should have some review, are capable of succeeding well in College Algebra

if some allOWance is made for them.

These two situations indicate a strong need for remedial/referral

Capabilities on a demand basis, without a change in enrollment. This

4.

capability must exist independent of the class hour for College Algebra.

-A student, especially one with marginal prerequisites, must be able to

pick up strength in prerequisite skills Withoutofalling behind in the
.

College Algebra class,2and without monopolizing the learning environment

in the classroom and thus decreasing the efficiency of the learning pro-

eesses oft other students, Sinqe,the instructor is ,/got capable of helping

anrnumber of such students:we conclude that some form of 7a learning

center.is necessary, eveniif College Algebra continues to be offered in

the traditional classroom.
1 4

Besides this need to compensatedfor past learning differences, there

are indications that we must also consider differen es in the student's

current learning patternts, A basic premise of Ma ery Learning is that

l'7

-
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people learn at different rates, That s, the crucial variable is not'

"intelligence" nor "aptitude" but ti . If we accept time.as at least

a major factor, we must allgw for variability in learning time. The most

efficient method of allowi g for this variability currently known is to

employ some form of a learning center, where a student can receive as

much instruction (as opposed o drill) as he needs.

There is another fleed that must be considered: students in College

$

Algebra vary with respect to their interests for taking the course.

SoMe need it for calculus; others, for'business; some for statistics,
$

some fOr engineering; still others for an elective. Aclass'room in-
,

- 'structor does not have the time to work examples that apply college

algebra in each of the many areas of interest. Though this need is not

crucial, a learning center would'allow students'to pursue examples in

...

rea
,

their own interest a.
i

he desiredTid effect would be to increase student

motivation in the classroom.

Having established needs for 'a Learning Center, based on three student

variations (input competence, learning qleed, and ()utak goal), we must de-

cide what kind of a Math Learning Center (MLC) would best fit our needs.

The maj.or choice to be made is between an augmental or supplan4l

MLC. That is; shall we use-the MLC for support xff the classroom (iugmental),

or shall we offer Colle 'Algebra as Mte course in the MLC (supplantal)?
, *,

The research, as noted ea. ier, is very thin on this topic. -Even though

achievement in a Lab College Algebra could be at least as good as is
i,

accomplished now, a more prudent and efficient move would be to an

augmental MLC.

Reasons against a supplantal Mg.
4

-1. 'Program development -- very little has been done at4ther
institutions to implement this approach. Much effort would be
involved to achieve.an unproven end.

18
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2. Space committment -- classroom space is scarce, and it
is Uftnown if a supplantat MLC would be "Space'efficient':

4

3. Course status -- would it transfer as it does now? Will
college programs change-their curriculum requirements, in-
dependently or otherwise? The major cause of status change
would be in the testing phase of the course.

4. InstruEor autonomy is not immediately challenged.

Reasohs for an augmental MLC: I

1. Would respond to the needs of the college algebra student
without a radical shift to tourse structure..

2. Requires a minimal space committment beyond current operations.

3. Requires minimal change in current testing patterns in college .

algebra.

The greatest impediment to a supplantal MLC, besides economic

(space), is the problem raised by the standardization of testing.' A

prerequisite 'step for this process is a concurrence on the specific

course objectives for college algebra. Some crucial issues impeding

this are:

1. Should the course emphasize skillsor""math orientation"
useKochen's term)? Or both?

2. Should the course distinguish between "skills" and "concepts"?

4

Which parts of the course are preparatory for other courses
' and which are terminal? Should either, or both, be a goal

ofithe course?

(0.

These issues all have to lo with the question of delineating the purpose(s)

of the course. Currently, the course serves several purposes; but only

one of these is reflected,in the course operation.

Finite Math, MTH 166, doeS seek to respond to one of the other''

purposes, being aimed at business students who do not need trigonometry.

It to be hoped th'it this course will grow in enrollment. However,

technology has a great impact mathematics education. Some of the

aspects of the current courses may be outdated and unnecessary with

the adverA of computers and Pocket calculators. Not only do these

- t_.
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render teaching methods obsolete, but raise questions as to the usefullness

of every student in tile course becoming proficient in manual manipulation

of functions and polynomials.

This department will have to deal with these questions and issues at

some point. However, because of the scope of such a task, it may not

be efficient to force a deadline on the process by a decision to

ment college algebra in a supplantal MLC.

Beyond the major question of which type of MLC would be most use-

ful, decisions must be made on the mode(s) of instruction to be employed:

human (peer tutors, instructor (tutor), or group).

printed material (programmed instruction(PI), expository, or
(_hybrid)

mechanical (audio-tutorial, Video cassettes, or computer 'assi4.ted (CAI))
trr

These modes of instruction will be considered by major category.

Human resources.for instruction in the MLC could be tutorial or

group oriented. Though not included in the scope of this stydy, it is thp.,

position of the author that peer (student). tutors would be inefficient at
)

thisvlevel. The type of person who can quickly diagnose, correct, and-

preseNexamples is not likely to be enrolle4jn a two-year school, tlGt

would be an upperclassman at a four-year school. Instructor tutors would,

one hopes, be more efficient in their role, but are much more expensivel.

(Instructors, if used, would have to be compensated for their involvement,

since a basic force behind the MLC is that the instructor does not have time

to tutor extensively-outside of assigned class hours.)

Some mode of group instruction cou'd be a solution to the problem.
,
ipsically, groups can be conceived as either u directed pr directed by

an i ructor (or other learning segpria44st). Each type has advantages'

631.)
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and disad"ptages., which are summarized in Table 4. Note that these

types are simply the extremes of a continuum, with other possibilities

in between. It appears that a group somewhat more directed thanindireeted

would maximize desired results. The direction would be supplied best, by a

learning specialist assigned tq the center; since such a person would have

to deal with students from several different instructors, there must be fio

contamination with one instructor's bia8es onsmethodol gies and priorities.

Printed material definitely has its place in an LC. lwever,Areat

difficulties arise when two or more different series of material are used.

The larges0Problem ig the d4fference in notation, although many problems

ca4 be caused by differing order of4treatment. (Author K might use task x

as prerequisite to task y, while Author F might use y as prerequyte to x.)

This is a logistics problem; and could be solve& by complete research for

the reference listings.

Which type of materials to se -- programmed instruction (PI), expositqry,

or a hybrid of the two -- is oMewhat indeterminatt. At this time, it is
1

genera/1y believed that PI is best suited for skill building, while the
1

expository style is well suited for introducing and integrating new concepts.

Currently, there is some pressure developing for the' Ommercial production

of ahybrid style book -- one which uses expository methods for introduction

and integration, and PI for developing skills:

The choice of which type of printed material to use in the MLC can not

be made clearly. It is apparent that, until hybrid style books are de-
.% r

veloped commercially, both PI and expository books will have to be mployed,

sin :e in-hoUse developmeht is expensive and impractical.
.

Mechanice,1 modes of instruction have been, and will continue to be,

developed for efficient use in college algebra, The choice of

audio-tutorial tap4,' video-cassettes, and computer assisted instruction

(CA,I) is primarily a question of practicalityand affOrdability.
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TABLE 4: Summary'of the advantages of Directed and Undirected

Groups irl a Math-Learning Center:

.

Type. -
Definition 'AdvantagesAdvantages

..--, .

.

Disadvantages
cost of personnel .

tendency to-.produce
one-way communication
(no in raction)

.

Directed

.

A group Whose
learning activities
are selected and
supervised by a
staff membe';

controljand'ineasure-

, ment of process .

feedbac} for students
and/instructors _

professional direction

.

.

Undirected

.

.

A group whose
learming activities
are self-sel ted,

and proceed i h.

. ..,

little cost for
' personnel
promotes infet.ection

between students
promotes group support

for students

.

no control of process
initiative left to
students

-

.

minimal super on
from any staff member

A

O

r

sx
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Operational 'systems fh college algebra have been noted earlier: Chinn

(audio-tutorial); Waits, and Mathews (CRIMEL - video cassettes); and

Palow (CAI). Video cassettes, apd CAI have been integrated in a system

(Pyramid - Bacon) to explOit the advantages of both.

This author places the higher priority on theuse of video-cassettes,

for the following reasons:

1. Television is a part of our way of life, and requires little
adjustment by the student.

2. It has the capability to be presented over cale television,
if such a facility were to deVe14.

,

3. Obvelopment of audio-tutorial
lower level math.

4. Computer assisted instruction
not.feasable in the immediate

programs has been aimed at

is elong range goal, but is
future.

5. Video- cassettes'for College Algebra have been developed
and used at other institutions (e.g.., CRIMEL at Ohio State)

Though the preference is for video-cassettes, this priority does ,

not rule out the use of other mechanical modes of instruction. A con-

centrated efforts in this direction, however, would yield more immediate

results, because.of the reasons listed as well as others.

V. Summary and Recommendations
9

This report,concludes that the evidence to date indicates that a

non-traditional laboratory instructional system for College Algebra

would not neceAsariOncur either detrimental or beneficial results.

HoweVer, there is alileeti for an *mental Math Learning Center to make

more efficient use olthe instruction in the College Algebra classrooms,

aid
and to facilitate learning and re-learning of both prerequisite,new skills

and concepts. This need is based on the large variability of student

characteristics (input competence, learning speed,and output goal).

Es
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Within the structure of a Math Learning Center, decisions would have

to be made on which of _the following mode(s) of instruction to empldy:

1. Human (peer tutors, instructor (tutor), or group)

2. Printed material (programmed instruction, expository, or hybrid)

3. Mechanical (audio-tutorial, video-cassettes, or computer assisted
instruction),

4

This report has no evidence to,present for these decision processes,

. There remain issues to be resolved concerning the goals of the College

Algebra courses. The Departthgt must evaluate the impact of technology.

The College-should re-evaluate which programs should require College

Algebra, and the Department should critically examine the content of the

course to better serve those who are required to take it. The resolution

of these questions is a necessary precondition for any implementation of

suppl'antal College Algebra cod6es in a Math Learning Center, if this

is de desirable.

This study presents the following specific recommendations for the

Lansing Community College Math Department to evalu6te:

1. Develop an augmental Math Learning Center to supplement the
classroom instruction of college algebra.

2. Evaluate the impact of technology, specifically computers and
calculators, on the content and emphasis of college algebra.

3. Designate a committee of'three or four members from the
department to formulate a specific proposal for a Math
Learning Center. This committee should minimally consider:

a. employing the Math Learning Center for calculus classes
in ap augmental,mode.

b. the use of videoLcassettes as a primary mode of instruction
in the Math Learning Center.

c. the use of computers for eventual instructional use.

d. the desirabiltty-of developing a college algebra course
in t.he Math Learning Center.

.1
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e. the structural relationship of the proposed Math Learning
Center with the current Math Lab, and ,with any future
computer facilities withing the Department.

These recommendations are made with the hope that.they will initiate

analysis within the Math Department.

44.
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